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AGENDA
FAI Medico-Physiological Commission (CIMP)
2015 ANNUAL MEETING

at

Holiday Inn, Oxford / Peartree Roundabout, Woodstock Road
Oxford, OX2 8JD / United Kingdom

Friday 18 September 2015

18:00  Meet & greet at the hotel Holiday Inn
20:30  Bureau meeting at the hotel (restricted to Bureau members)

Saturday 19 September 2015

09:00 – 17:00  CIMP scientific session, Holiday Inn, Oxford

1. Welcome by President.
2. Roll call of delegates
3. Declaration of conflicts of interest
4. 3. General topics:
   a. Clinical Aviation Medicine
   b. FAI Air-Sports, activities of the FAI-CIMP Anti Doping
   c. Flight Safety Programs in FAI Air-Sports
   d. EASA Regulations 2015
   e. World Air Games 2015 (Dubai - UAE)
   f. Pilot Mental Health in Air-Sports.

Time management: Every presentation is as a rule scheduled for < 15 minutes.
There will be additional time for discussion and decisions - Hand-outs / digital files can be delivered to delegates.

Saturday evening:
1. Oxford Touristic Bus Tour?
2. Formal Dinner (Holiday Inn, Oxford)
Sunday 20 September 2015

09:00 – 13:00  CIMP plenary session, Holiday Inn, Oxford

1. Welcome by President
2. Roll call of delegates
3. Apologies
4. Minutes of the meeting held in Lausanne, 2014
5. Matters arising from the minutes
6. Report from the President
7. National Reports
8. Formal approval of any resolutions
9. Formal approval of any advice to the FAI Executive Board
10. Any other business (please notify Secretary in advance)
11. CIMP Program 2015/16
12. Nomination (if changes required) of working groups including TUE panel
13. Date and place of next CIMP meetings

Note 1: Next election of Officers will be 2016, as we have a 2 year cycle with next election 2016.

Note 2: The Final Agenda will be sent to the delegates shortly before the CIMP Meeting.

Note 3: All national reports should be submitted in advance.

Note 4: Anyone who wishes to present a scientific paper on Saturday should send the topic with some outline to the CIMP President and Secretary at least a month prior to the meeting.

Note 5: The formal procedures of the CIMP meeting will close before 13.00 for the benefit of those arranging return travel.

Note 6: Details about accommodation are to be found on the online registration form available at http://surveys.fai.org/index.php?sid=14824&lang=en

Note 7: As previously arranged the CIMP meeting will be held in Oxford UK on 19-20 September immediately prior to the International Aviation & Space Medicine Congress which is also in Oxford during 20-24 September. We have arranged for CIMP to be held in the Oxford Holiday Inn and they agreed to hold rooms until 01 August. However there is a shortage of hotel space in Oxford and with the demand from ICASM we are being pressed to confirm our bookings early.

For those also attending ICASM there is good public transport from the Holiday Inn to the center of Oxford and it is a very suitable location, the student accommodation in Oxford being now fully booked. The bed and breakfast rate for two in the Holiday Inn is £120 and we have agreed a conference rate for the Saturday of £140 which will include the meeting room with all facilities, refreshments, a buffet lunch and a three course evening meal. There is a day delegate rate of £41 for those not staying in the hotel.

It is requested that those attending make their bookings as soon as possible making it clear that they are attending the CIMP meeting and are part of our block booking. The Hotel web site is:

In order to make your bookings we recommend you contact the Holiday Inn Internal reservations team directly (Monday to Friday 9am until 5pm) on; Telephone; +44 (0)1865 888 304 or e mail; reservations-oxford@ihg.com mentioning CIMP. This will ensure you are booked in with the correct block and also get the rates which have been agreed. Although a block of rooms are reserved until 1st August accommodation is subject to availability so it is suggested that you make your bookings sooner rather than later.